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What is anomaly detection?

• Anomaly detection is identifying 
observations that deviate from what is 
deemed normal observations.

• Depending on the situation, such an 
observation is considered unusual, 
irregular, atypical, inconsistent, unexpected, 
rare, erroneous, faulty, fraudulent, 
malicious,
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Anomaly detection algorithms
• Families of anomaly detection algorithms:

• Distance-based methods (LOF)
• Methods learning decision boundaries (SVM)
• Probabilistic methods (GMM)
• Reconstruction-based methods (Autoencoders)

• Algorithms output a score, then a threshold is used on this score to determine whether the 
sample is an anomaly
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Figure 5 of A Unifying Review of Deep and Shallow Anomaly
Detection, Ruff et al. 2021.



• The evaluation protocols used in the literature are inconsistent
• Makes comparisons of reported results difficult to interpret from paper to paper

Problems with current evaluation protocols
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Table 2 of the DAGMM paper (Zong et al., 2018).
Table 2 of the DSEBM paper (Zhai et al., 2016).



Inconsistencies in data split and threshold 
choice
Because we train on normal data only, we are left with anomalies after splitting the dataset 
in a training and test set. We spotted three strategies:
• Discarding the anomalies found in the training set. DSEBM (Zhai et al., 2016)

• Injecting all the anomalies in the test set. DAGMM (Zong et al., 2018), ALAD (Zenati et al., 2018)

• Making the test set balanced (by putting as many normal samples as anomalous samples). DROCC (Goyal et al., 
2020)

Two strategies to set the threshold:
• Fixing the threshold based on the anomaly ratio DAGMM, ALAD

• Looking for the optimal threshold NeuTraL AD (Qiu et al., 2021)
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Which metrics do we use and how do we set the threshold for classification?
• Accuracy, Precision, Recall, F1-score, Area Under the Receiver-Operating Curve (AUROC), Area 

Under the Precision-Recall curve (AUPR)

What is the class of interest?
• Changes the anomaly ratio by reversing the balance of the dataset

Inconsistencies in reported metrics
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Reported metrics in various papers.



The evaluation protocol we propose fixes the following issues:
• How to choose the class of interest
• How to split the dataset
• Which metrics to report
• How to set the threshold

Proposed evaluation protocol
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A Revealing Large-Scale Evaluation of Unsupervised Anomaly Detection Algorithms
Maxime Alvarez*, Jean-Charles Verdier*, D’Jeff K Nkashama*, and 3 more authors
In Workshop on Setting up ML Evaluation Standards to Accelerate Progress, International conference on learning representations 2022



Class of interest & Data split

• Use the minority class as the class of 
interest

• Split the normal data 50/50 and put all the 
anomalies in the test set
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Threshold & Reported metrics

• Choose the optimal threshold

• Report F1-score, Precision, Recall, and 
AUPR
• Precision and Recall, together, allow us 

to consider the imbalance of the 
dataset

• AUPR allows us to evaluate the 
performance independently of the 
threshold

• AUROC considered too optimistic for 
unbalanced datasets
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Anomaly detection datasets

• Tabular data, time series, images

• Anomaly detection datasets are often 
imbalanced

• We train unsupervised algorithms on 
normal data only
• We may want to train on normal data 

contaminated with anomalies to test 
the robustness of the algorithm
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• 12+ unsupervised anomaly detection algorithms
• 5+ tabular datasets from cybersecurity and medical domains
• All evaluated following the proposed evaluation protocol
• Used the hyperparameters from the original paper when available
• Goal: To give a more accurate picture of the relative performances of these 

algorithms!

Experiments
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• The relative performance of algorithms in the literature is not the same as the one we 
get when we use our consistent evaluation protocol

• Our vanilla auto-encoder DAE outperforms more sophisticated reconstruction-based 
methods like DAGMM and MemAE on CIC-IDS2018

• Baseline methods with optimized hyper-parameters achieve more competitive F1-
scores than reported in the literature so far

• NeuTraLAD, the transformation based approach, offers consistently above-average 
performance across all datasets

• Taking the majority class as the class of interest gives overly optimistic results
• AUPR is more informative than AUROC on unbalanced datasets

Lessons Learned
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• AD models assume data is clean 

• Problem : Data can be contaminated in real-world 

Models’ Robustness
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Model Score(xi)

Ideal scenario

Model Score(xi)

Training set is poisoned



Models’ Robustness
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Attacks against ML Models
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https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0031320318302565?casa_token=HaMtrIpmJYsAAAAA:39tZI6rZ29n2nKQ0t-SLT4ByTTYhZOCS2oB354wOzM6zsqGo2ss9oCjCk19PN7De8ZHHWuQNbkc

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0031320318302565?casa_token=HaMtrIpmJYsAAAAA:39tZI6rZ29n2nKQ0t-SLT4ByTTYhZOCS2oB354wOzM6zsqGo2ss9oCjCk19PN7De8ZHHWuQNbkc


Robustness evaluation
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Paper : https://arxiv.org/pdf/2207.03576.pdf
Code : https://github.com/intrudetection/robevalanodetect

NSL-KDD CIC-IDS

On Evaluating the Robustness of Deep Unsupervised Learning Methods for Network Intrusion Detection
D’Jeff K Nkashama, Soltani Arian, Jean-Charles Verdier, and 3 more authors
In Workshop on Machine Learning for Cybersecurity, International Conference on Machine Learning 2022

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2207.03576.pdf


Conclusion
• A consistent evaluation protocol as a basis to compare unsupervised anomaly detection 

algorithms

• Updated and more precise picture of the relative performance of twelve methods on five 
widely used tabular datasets
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Your new algorithm →         ?


